
 

The NG1TechFlo Exhaust has been proving itself on Class 7 and 8 pre-emission diesel 

trucks for the past several years on-the-road with real drivers. They are made in the 

USA, have no moving parts, were the 2014 National Winner of the Clean Tech Open 

Award and the Newest Allied Partner of the Gray Line Family.  
 

An example of our exhaust in action was during a seven week road test in 2015. After installation 

of the NG1TechFlo Exhaust, two 2007 pre-emission Class 8 trucks had a combined average fuel 

savings increase of 13.29%.  The savings were computed with the numbers received from the 

truck company from their reported mostly good weather weeks. Even when the windy or very 

bad weather weeks were included the combined average fuel savings increase was 10.41%. The 

truck company also reported that one week, one of the trucks drove 477.9 more miles on 9.3 

fewer gallons of fuel. Additionally the two trucks averaged a combined idle fuel reduction of 

45.16%. Just think what this could mean in the way of potential bottom line savings. 

                       MOTOR COACHES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Recent on-the-road Gray Line Motor Coach tests using the NG1TechFlo Exhaust have achieved results 

similar to what we have experienced on class 7 and 8 trucks for the past several years. Our experience 

with actual drivers, on their regular routes including idle time, suggest you should expect an average 

increased fuel savings between 10% and 15%. Quoting a statement by Aaron Kopa, Corporate Director 

of Maintenance at Martz Group after the recent installation and tests of the NG1TechFlo Exhausts on two 
of their Gray Line Washington DC coaches, “Your exhaust is everything you said it was.”                                                                                                                                                



      HEAVY EQUIPMENT        OVERSIZED EQUIPMENT               TRACTORS 

 

The NG1TechFlo Exhaust system increases velocity of exiting gases, allowing the engine to 

breathe which gives your equipment more Lifting, Hauling and Digging Power. The reduction of 

sound is very noticeable as well. Also, our first pilot on a V-12 and a V-16 Diesel Turbocharged 

Engine and the NG1TechFlo Exhaust pipe resulted in 9-13% fuel savings. When the NG1TechFlo 

Exhaust was installed on two 6 cylinder diesel 350 HP Turbocharged 4WD tractors the savings 

achieved was 1½ gallons per hour per tractor. 

                           FIXED OR STATIONARY GENERATORS  

               

In fixed generator settings such as pumping water for pivot irrigation, when the NG1TechFlo 

Exhaust was installed on two generators, 1 gallon per hour savings was achieved. Another test 

on a 20.4 liter Natural Gas powered generator showed a 150-200 degree lower exhaust 

temperature created by the NG1 exhausts increased air flow.  

Start Enjoying the Savings Today, Lets Talk!   ng1techflo.com                                                                                                                                                                          
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